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ABSTRACT

Before the author writes about scientists in religion, around the world, let's discuss Allah's spirit or 
Jahve's spirit or Adonai's spirit, as the source of life in the seven skys, first the author asks Allah 
SWT for forgiveness. Here the author tries to open the veil that covers the secrets of scientists in 
religion, around the world, let's discuss Allah's spirit or Jahve's spirit or Adonai's spirit, as the 
source of life in the seven skys, based on deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).

There are several verses that reveal Allah's secrets of scientists in religion, around the world, let's 
discuss Allah's spirit or Jahve's spirit or Adonai's spirit, as the source of life in the seven skys, 
namely the following verses:

"And indeed We have created human from an extract from the soil (Al Mu'minuun: 23: 12)

“Then when I have perfected the body and I have breathed on him my spirit; then you should fall 
down prostrating to him." (Shaad: 38: 72)

"So when I have perfected the body and have breathed into him My spirit, then submit to him with
prostration (Al Hijr: 15: 29)

"Then He perfected the body and breathed into it His spirit and He made for you hearing, sight 
and heart; you are very little grateful. (As Sajdah: 32: 9)

"And verily We have created human and know what his heart whispers, and We are nearer to him 
than his jugular vein." (Qaf: 50:16)

"And Maryam bint Imran who maintains her honor, then We breathed into Maryam's womb Our 
spirit, and she confirms the words of her God and His Books, and she is one of those who obey. 
(At Tahrim: 66: 12)

"So Maryam made a veil from them; then We sent Our spirit to her, so Our spirit became 
incarnated before Maryam, a perfect human being. (Maryam: 19: 17)

"Who has created the seven skys in layers. You never see in the creation of God the Most 
Gracious something that is not balanced. So look again and again, do you see anything that is not
balanced? (Al Mulk: 67: 3)

In an effort to open the veil of Allah's secret about scientists in religion, around the world, let's 
discuss Allah's spirit or Jahve's spirit or Adonai's spirit, as the source of life in the seven skys, the 
author uses the basis of deoxyribonucleic acid.

HYPOTHESIS

Here the author proposes the hypothesis of scientists in religion, around the world, let's discuss 
Allah's spirit or Jahve's spirit or Adonai's spirit, as the source of life in the seven skys, based on 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)



PHOTON

Photons are elementary particles of the boson type and carriers of electromagnetic interaction.

QUARK

If we want to know about quarks, then we have to look at one of the hydrogen atoms, which is the 
building element of the human body, animals, plants and fruits, as well as inanimate objects. Then 
we open the body of the hydrogen atom, we will find one electron and one proton nucleus. So if this
proton is split, then we will find two up quarks and one down quark. Where these three quarks are 
combined with a gluon.

DEOXYRIBONUCLATED ACID (DNA)

DNA is a storehouse of genetic information that has a double structure that forms a double helix and
contains polynucleotide macromolecules that are arranged repeatedly from nucleotide polymers. 
This nucleotide consists of folate, a 5-carbon sugar and one of the nitrogenous bases. The 
nitrogenous bases are Guanine (G), Adenine (A), Cytosine (C) and Thymine (T).

Guanine (G) consists of 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. 
Adenine(A) has 5 carbon atoms, 5 nitrogen atoms and 5 hydrogen atoms. Cytosine (C) contains 4 
carbon atoms, 3 nitrogen atoms, 1 oxygen atom and 5 hydrogen atoms. Thymine (T) contains 5 
carbon atoms. 2 nitrogen atoms, 2 oxygen atoms and 6 hydrogen atoms. Folate contains 1 atom of 
phosphorus, 4 atoms of oxygen and 2 atoms of hydrogen. A 5 carbon sugar has 5 carbon atoms, 2 
oxygen atoms and 8 hydrogen atoms.

Based on human Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), it consists of 32.20% carbon atoms, 25.43% 
nitrogen atoms, 6.78% oxygen atoms and 35.59% hydrogen atoms. Where carbon, nitrogen, oxygen
and hydrogen atoms are widely available around us and in the atmosphere.

SCIENTISTS IN RELIGION, AROUND THE WORLD, LET'S DISCUSS ALLAH'S SPIRIT 
OR JAHVE'S SPIRIT OR ADONAI'S SPIRIT, AS THE SOURCE OF LIFE IN THE SEVEN 
SKYS

Now, we are still concentrating on dismantling the secret contained behind the verse: "... Our spirit 
becomes incarnated... human... (Maryam: 19: 17)"... I breathed into human my spirit...( Shaad : 38: 72)

It is time, now the scientists in the field of religion all over the world to talk about what Allah or 
Jahve or Adonai declared "... I breathed into human my spirit...( Shaad : 38: 72)

Where is the declaration of Allah or Jahve or Adonai "... I breathed into human my spirit...( Shaad : 
38: 72) needs to be dug up to its roots, so that people throughout the world understand that "...my 
spirit...(Shaad : 38: 72) or ”...Allah's spirit...(Shaad : 38: 72) or Jahve's spirit or Adonai's spirit is the 
source of life for anything and anyone in "...the seven skys...(Al Mulk: 67:3)

Scholars in the field of religion all over the world, have to start thinking to understand the real Allah
or the real Jahve or the real Adonai through ”...Allah's spirit...(Shaad : 38: 72) or Jahve's spirit or 
Adonai's spirit

Scientists in the field of religion around the world, do not be shackled by thoughts that cover and 
limit Allah or Jahve or Adonai with ”...Allah's spirit...(Shaad : 38: 72) or Jahve's spirit or Adonai's 



spirit.

Allah or Jahve or Adonai through ”...Allah's spirit...(Shaad : 38: 72) or Jahve's spirit or Adonai's 
spirit, will reveal the true secret of Allah or the true secret of Jahve or the true secret of Adonai.

Now is the time, scientists in the field of religion around the world, to start opening up to reach 
human thinking to the level of Allah thinking or Jahve thinking or Adonai thinking. So that the 
human mind "...balanced...(Al Mulk: 67: 3) with Allah's mind or Jahve's mind or Adonai's mind.

CONCLUSION
 
Based on the description above we can conclude that the secret contained behind the verse: "... Our 
spirit becomes incarnated... human... (Maryam: 19: 17)"... I breathed into human my spirit...( Shaad : 38:
72)

It is time, now the scientists in the field of religion all over the world to talk about what Allah or 
Jahve or Adonai declared "... I breathed into human my spirit...( Shaad : 38: 72)

Where is the declaration of Allah or Jahve or Adonai "... I breathed into human my spirit...( Shaad : 
38: 72) needs to be dug up to its roots, so that people throughout the world understand that "...my 
spirit...(Shaad : 38: 72) or ”...Allah's spirit...(Shaad : 38: 72) or Jahve's spirit or Adonai's spirit is the 
source of life for anything and anyone in "...the seven skys...(Al Mulk: 67:3)

Scholars in the field of religion all over the world, have to start thinking to understand the real Allah
or the real Jahve or the real Adonai through ”...Allah's spirit...(Shaad : 38: 72) or Jahve's spirit or 
Adonai's spirit

Scientists in the field of religion around the world, do not be shackled by thoughts that cover and 
limit Allah or Jahve or Adonai with ”...Allah's spirit...(Shaad : 38: 72) or Jahve's spirit or Adonai's 
spirit.

Allah or Jahve or Adonai through ”...Allah's spirit...(Shaad : 38: 72) or Jahve's spirit or Adonai's 
spirit, will reveal the true secret of Allah or the true secret of Jahve or the true secret of Adonai.

Now is the time, scientists in the field of religion around the world, to start opening up to reach 
human thinking to the level of Allah thinking or Jahve thinking or Adonai thinking. So that the 
human mind "...balanced...(Al Mulk: 67: 3) with Allah's mind or Jahve's mind or Adonai's mind.
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